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Abstract
This paper proposes a quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) method for wireless scheduling
problems. The QAOA is one of the promising hybrid quantum-classical algorithms for many applications and it
provides highly accurate optimization solutions in NP-hard problems. QAOA maps the given problems into Hilbert
spaces, and then it generates Hamiltonian for the given objectives and constraints. Then, QAOA finds proper parameters
from classical optimization approaches in order to optimize the expectation value of generated Hamiltonian. Based
on the parameters, the optimal solution to the given problem can be obtained from the optimum of the expectation
value of Hamiltonian. Inspired by QAOA, a quantum approximate optimization for scheduling (QAOS) algorithm
is proposed. First of all, this paper formulates a wireless scheduling problem using maximum weight independent
set (MWIS). Then, for the given MWIS, the proposed QAOS designs the Hamiltonian of the problem. After that,
the iterative QAOS sequence solves the wireless scheduling problem. This paper verifies the novelty of the proposed
QAOS via simulations implemented by Cirq and TensorFlow-Quantum.
Index Terms
Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA), Maximum Weight Independent Set (MWIS), NP-Hard,
Wireless Scheduling, Quantum Application
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, quantum computing and communications have received a lot of attention from academia and industry
research communities. In particular, quantum computing based NP-hard problem solving is of great interest [1]–[4].
Among them, quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA) is one of the well-known quantum computing
based optimization solvers, and it has been verified that the QAOA outperforms the others in many combinatorial
problems which is closed related to wireless scheduling problems [5]–[9]. Based on this nature, it is obvious that
quantum computing can be used for various communications applications [10]–[13].
In this paper, a wireless scheduling problem is formulated with maximum weight independent set (MWIS)
formulation where the weight is defined as the queue-backlog to be transmitted over wireless channels [14]–
[16]. According to the fact that the MWIS problem is an NP-hard, heuristic algorithms are desired, thus a QAOA
application algorithm, quantum approximate optimization for scheduling (QAOS), is designed to solve MWIS-based
wireless scheduling problems.
The proposed QAOS works as follows. First of all, the objective function and constraint functions are formulated
for MWIS. Next, the corresponding objective Hamiltonian and constraint Hamiltonian are designed which map the
objective function and the constraint function, respectively; and then, the problem Hamiltonian which should be
optimized is formulated as the form of linear combinations of the objective Hamiltonian and constraint Hamiltonian.
In addition, the mixing Hamiltonian is formulated using a Pauli-X operator. Based on the definitions of the problem
Hamiltonian and the mixing Hamiltonian, two corresponding unitary operators, i.e., problem operator and mixing
operator, can be defined, respectively; and then parameterized state can be generated by alternately applying the two
unitary operators. The sample solutions can be obtained by the measurement of the expectation value of problem
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2Hamiltonian on the parameterized state, and the parameters can be optimized in a classical optimization loop.
Finally, the optimal solution of the MWIS problem can be obtained by the measurement of the expectation value
of problem Hamiltonian on the state generated by optimal parameters. As verified in performance evaluation, the
QAOS outperforms the other algorithms, e.g., random search and greedy search.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents preliminary knowledge. Section III introduces
MWIS-based wireless scheduling modeling. Section IV presents the details of proposed QAOS algorithm, and the
performance is evaluated in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Prior to problem-modeling, this section briefly explains bra-ket notation and Quantum Approximate Optimization
Algorithm (QAOA) [5].
A. Bra-ket Notation
In quantum computing, the bra-ket notation is generally used to represent qubit states (or quantum states). It is
also called Dirac notation as well as the notation for observable vectors in Hilbert spaces. A ket and a bra can
represent the column and row vectors, respectively. Thus, single qubit states, i.e., |0〉 and |1〉, are represented as
follows:
|0〉 =
[
1
0
]
, and |1〉 =
[
0
1
]
, (1)
and also |0〉 = 〈0|† = [1 0]† , (2)
|1〉 = 〈1|† = [0 1]† . (3)
Note that, † means Hermitian transpose. Accordingly, the superposition state of a single qubit can be represented
as follows:
c1 |0〉+ c2 |1〉 =
[
c1
c2
]
, (4)
where c1 and c2 are probability amplitudes that are complex numbers.
B. Quantum Approximate Optimization Algorithm (QAOA)
QAOA is one of the well-known noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) optimization algorithms to combat
combinatorial problems [5]–[8]. QAOA formulates HP (i.e., problem Hamiltonian) and HM (i.e., mixing Hamilto-
nian) from the objective function f(y); and then generates the parameterized states |γ, β〉 by alternately applying
the HP and HM on initial state |s〉. Here, f(y), HP |y〉, HM , and |γ, β〉 are defined as follows:
f(y) , f(y1, y2, ..., yn), (5)
HP |y〉 , f(y) |y〉 , (6)
HM ,
n∑
k=1
Xk, (7)
|γ, β〉 , e−iβpHM e−iγpHP · · ·
e−iβ2HM e−iγ2HP e−iβ1HM e−iγ1HP |s〉 , (8)
where n ∈ Z+, p ∈ Z+, and Xk is the Pauli-X operator applying on the kth qubit.
In QAOA, through iterative measurement on |γ, β〉, the expectation value of HP should be taken, and then
eventually, the samples of f(y) should be computed as follows:
〈f(y)〉γ,β = 〈γ, β|HP |γ, β〉 . (9)
The optimal values of the parameters γ and β can be obtained by classical optimization methods, e.g., gradient
descent [17]. Therefore, the solution can be computed from (9) via the parameters obtained. Eventually, QAOA
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3is a hybrid quantum-classical optimization algorithm in which proper Hamiltonian design and discovery of good
parameters in a classical optimization loop are key [18]–[20].
III. WIRELESS SCHEDULING MODELING USING MAXIMUM WEIGHT INDEPENDENT SET (MWIS)
Suppose a wireless network consists of the set of one-hop links [14]. For the scheduling, a conflict graph is
organized where the set of vertices is (the links) and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding
links suffer from interference. The conflict graph can be formulated by its adjacency matrix, whose E(i,j) are defined
as follows:
E(i,j) =
 1, if li interferes with lj whereli ∈ L, lj ∈ L, and i 6= j,
0, otherwise.
(10)
For wireless network scheduling, the objective is for finding the set of links (i.e., nodes of the conflict graph)
where adjacent two connected links via edges cannot be simultaneously selected because the adjacent two connected
links are interfering to each other. This is equivalent to the case which maximizes the summation of weights of
all possible independent sets in a given conflict graph. Thus, it is obvious that wireless network scheduling can be
formulated with MWIS as follows:
max :
∑
∀lk∈L
wkIk, (11)
s.t. Ii + Ij + E(i,j) ≤ 2,∀li ∈ L,∀lj ∈ L, (12)
Ii ∈ {0, 1},∀li ∈ L, (13)
where Ii =
{
1, if li is scheduled where li ∈ L,
0, otherwise. (14)
Here, wk is a positive integer weight at ∀lk ∈ L. The above formulation ensures that conflicting links are not
scheduled simultaneously: If E(i,j) = 0 (no edge between li and lj), then Ii+ Ij ≤ 2, i.e., both indicator functions
can be 1. In contrast, if E(i,j) = 1, Ii + Ij ≤ 1, i.e., at most one of the two indicators can be 1. In wireless
communication research, the wk where ∀lk ∈ L is usually considered as transmission queue-backlog at which
should be processed when the link is scheduled. More details are in [14].
IV. QUANTUM APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION FOR SCHEDULING (QAOS)
In this section, Hamiltonians of QAOA are designed based on the scheduling model in Section III; and then
Quantum Approximate Optimization for Scheduling (QAOS) algorithm is proposed by applying the designed
Hamiltonian to QAOA.
A. Design the problem Hamiltonian
The problem Hamiltonian HP is designed by a linear combination of the objective Hamiltonian HO and the
constraint Hamiltonian HC . The objectives and constraints of the problem are contained by HO and HC , respectively.
1) Design the objective Hamiltonian: Suppose that a basic Boolean function B1(x) exists as follows:
B1(x) = x where x ∈ {0, 1}. (15)
Due to quantum Fourier expansion, (15) can be mapped to Boolean Hamiltonian HB1 where I and Z are an Identity
operator and the Pauli-Z operator, respectively [21]:
HB1 =
1
2
(I − Z). (16)
According to (15)–(16), the objective function (11) can be mapped to the following Hamiltonian:
HO′ =
∑
∀lk∈L
1
2
wk(I − Zk), (17)
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41 1 Case C: Both Scheduled
0 1 Case B: 1 Node Scheduled
0 0 Case A: Both Unscheduled
EC(Ni, Nj)
EB(Ni, Nj)
EA(Ni, Nj)
Fig. 1: The number of possible cases when a single edge exists between two nodes in the conflict graph. The
scheduled and unscheduled nodes have states |1〉 and |0〉, respectively. Ni and Nj represent arbitrary nodes, and
EA(Ni, Nj), EB(Ni, Nj), and EC(Ni, Nj) represent edges in each case.
where Zk is the Pauli-Z operator applying on Ik. The objective of the model is to maximize HO′ , thus the objective
Hamiltonian HO which should be minimized is as follows:
HO =
∑
∀lk∈L
1
2
wkZk. (18)
2) Design the constraint Hamiltonian: In the MWIS-based wireless scheduling problem, the banned condition
is a case where both nodes of the conflict graph directly connected are scheduled, as shown in Case C of Fig. 1.
If the weights of the Ni and Nj in Case C are defined as WNi and WNj respectively; then the constraint function
C ′(i, j), which computes banned conditions can be represented as follows:
C ′(i, j) =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(WNi +WNj )|EC(Ni, Nj)| where i > j. (19)
Here, n is the number of nodes and |EC(Ni, Nj)| is the number of EC(Ni, Nj); and i > j is a condition to avoid
duplication of the same edge.
According to (10)–(14), C ′(i, j) can be redefined to C(i, j) with symbols in Section III as follows:
C(i, j) =
∑
∀li∈L
∑
∀lj∈L
(wi + wj)E(i,j) where i > j
=
∑
∀li∈L
∑
∀lj∈L
(wi + wj)(Ii ∧ Ij) where i > j. (20)
Here, ∧ is a Boolean AND operator. Due to quantum Fourier expansion, the AND Boolean function B2(x1, x2)
can be mapped to the following Boolean Hamiltonian HB2 :
B2(x1, x2) = x1 ∧ x2 where
x1 ∈ {0, 1} and x2 ∈ {0, 1}, (21)
HB2 =
1
4
(I − Z1 − Z2 + Z1Z2), (22)
where Z1 and Z2 are the Pauli-Z operators applying on x1 and x2, respectively.
According to (21)–(22), the constraint function (20) can be represented as following Hamiltonian:
HC′ =
∑
∀li∈L
∑
∀lj∈L
1
4
(wi + wj)(I − Zi − Zj + ZiZj) where i > j. (23)
Here, Zi and Zj are the Pauli-Z operators applying on Ii and Ij , respectively. The constraint of the model is to
minimize HC′ , and then the constraint Hamiltonian HC is as follows:
HC =
∑
∀li∈L
∑
∀lj∈L
−1
4
(wi + wj)(Zi + Zj − ZiZj) where i > j. (24)
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5Based on the definitions of HO and HC , the problem Hamiltonian HP can be defined as follows:
HP = HO + ρHC , (25)
where ρ ∈ R+ is the penalty rate, which indicates the rate of which HC affects HP compared to HO.
B. Design the mixing Hamiltonian
The mixing Hamiltonian, denoted by HM , generates a variety of cases that can appear in the problem. MWIS
can be formulated by a binary bit string that represents a set of nodes (e.g., |1010101〉); thus various cases can be
created by flip the state of each node represented by |0〉 or |1〉. The bit-flip can be handled by the Pauli-X operator,
thus HM is as follows:
HM =
∑
∀lk∈L
Xk, (26)
where Xk is the Pauli-X operator applying on Ik. In other words, HM is a transverse-field Hamiltonian.
C. Apply to QAOA sequence
The application of the designed Hamiltonian to QAOA sequence starts to conduct when the design of Hamiltonian,
i.e., HP and HM , is completed. First, the parameterized state |γ, β〉 can be generated by applying HP and HM
defined in (18), (24), (25), and (26), to (8). Here, the initial state |s〉 is set to the equivalent superposition state using
the Hadamard gates. The expectation value of HP can be measured on the generated parameterized state |γ, β〉.
The 2p parameters γ and β are iteratively updated in a classical optimization loop. When the QAOA sequence
terminates, the optimal parameters γopt and βopt are obtained. Thus the scheduling solution can be obtained by the
measurement of the expectation value of HP on the optimal state |γopt, βopt〉 as follows:
〈F 〉 = 〈γopt, βopt|HP |γopt, βopt〉 , (27)
where 〈F 〉 is the expectation value of the objective function (11) over the returned solution samples.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The proposed QAOS algorithm is implemented using Cirq and TensorFlow-Quantum developed for NISQ algo-
rithm and quantum machine learning computation [22].
A. Software Implementation
The application of the quantum gates, the basic units of the quantum circuit, is expressed by unitary operators.
Based on the definitions of Hamiltonians in Section IV, the objective operator UO(γζ), constraint operator UC(γζ),
problem operator UP (γζ), and mixing operator UM (βζ) which are unitary operators can be defined as follows:
UO(γζ) = e
−iγζHO , (28)
UC(γζ) = e
−iγζρHC , (29)
UP (γζ) = UO(γζ)UC(γζ) = e
−iγζ(HO+ρHC), (30)
UM (βζ) = e
−iβζHM , (31)
where γζ and βζ are in γ ≡ γ1 · · · γp and β ≡ β1 · · ·βp, respectively: ζ ∈ Z+ and 1 ≤ ζ ≤ p. Note that
implementing UP (γζ) and UM (βζ) is the core of QAOS implementation.
In Fig. 2, cirq.rz() and cirq.CNOT() are used for the implementation of UP (γζ). Note that, cirq.rz()
and cirq.CNOT() represent the rotation-Z gate and the controlled-NOT gate, respectively. In addition, UM (βζ)
is implemented using cirq.rx() which represents the rotation-X gate.
The part that finds the optimal parameters using Keras (one of the well-known open-source deep learning
computation libraries) is shown in Fig. 2 from line 29 to line 36. Here, the parametrized quantum circuit (PQC) layer
provides auto-management of variables in the parameterized circuit. In this model, Adam is used as a gradient-based
optimizer [23], [24].
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61# - QUBO Model for MWIS
2def get_MWIS_QUBO(graph: nx.Graph, penalty_rate=1):
3weight_set = np.array(
4[graph.nodes(data=True)[i][’weight’] for i in range(graph.number_of_nodes())])
5problem_QUBO={}
6for i in range(graph.number_of_nodes()):
7problem_QUBO[(i,)]=weight_set[i]
8for _,j in graph.edges(i):
9problem_QUBO[(i,)]-=(weight_set[i]+weight_set[i])*penalty_rate/2
10if i < j:
11problem_QUBO[(i, j)]=(weight_set[i]+weight_set[i])*penalty_rate/2
12return problem_QUBO
13...
14# - Problem Operator
15def problem_operator(p_QUBO:dict, qubits, p, gamma):
16key_iter=sorted(p_QUBO.keys(), key=lambda x: (len(x), x))
17for nodes in key_iter:
18for i in range(len(nodes)-1):
19yield cirq.CNOT(qubits[nodes[i]], qubits[nodes[i+1]])
20yield cirq.rz(gamma[p]*p_QUBO[nodes])(qubits[nodes[-1]])
21for i in range(len(nodes)-1):
22yield cirq.CNOT(qubits[nodes[i]], qubits[nodes[i+1]])
23...
24# - Mixing Operator
25def mixing_operator(mwis_graph, qubits, p, beta):
26for node in mwis_graph.nodes:
27yield cirq.rx(2*beta[p])(qubits[node])
28...
29# - Optimal Parameter Search using Keras Model
30model = tf.keras.Sequential()
31model.add(tf.keras.layers.Input(shape=(), dtype=tf.dtypes.string))
32model.add(tfq.layers.PQC(model_circuit, model_readout)) # Parameterized Quantum Circuit
33model.add(tf.keras.layers.Lambda(correction))
34model.compile(loss=tf.keras.losses.mean_absolute_error,
35optimizer=tf.keras.optimizers.Adam(learning_rate=learning_rate))
36history = model.fit(input_,optimum,epochs=epochs,verbose=0)
Fig. 2: Parts of Python codes using Cirq and TensorFlow-Quantum for solving the MWIS-based scheduling problem.
B. Experimental Results
The performance of proposed QAOS algorithm is compared with the random search and greedy search [25].
In addition, the QAOS algorithm executes with different p value settings where the p value means the number of
alternations of UP (γζ) and UM (βζ) in (30) and (31), i.e., ζ ∈ Z+ and 1 ≤ ζ ≤ p.
For the performance evaluation, random conflict graphs with 10 nodes are generated; and then random search,
greedy search, and QAOS algorithms are performed for the given random conflict graphs. The measurement of
each QAOS is performed 1, 000 times in each simulation (i.e., in each randomly generated conflict graph). The
performance of each algorithm is quantitatively measured with η as follows:
η , a
b
, (32)
where a and b are the summations of weights of the scheduled nodes by the used algorithms and the summations of
weights of the scheduled nodes by brute-force search (i.e., exhaustive search), respectively, for the given randomly
generated graphs. As shown in Fig. 3, the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of η for each algorithm are
computed.
As presented in Fig. 3, QAOS algorithms with p ≥ 8 present better performance than random search and greedy
search, in any kinds of randomly generated conflict graphs. In these repeated simulations, the performances of QAOS
algorithms are improved as p value increases. In particular, the performance of QAOS algorithm with p = 10 is
much better than the QAOS algorithms with p = 8 and p = 9. As shown in Table I, the QAOS algorithm with
p = 10 returns optimal solutions (i.e., equivalent to the solutions obtained by brute-force search) with a ratio of
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Fig. 3: Performance Evaluation Results. G(η) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of η.
TABLE I: Percentage of Optimal Solution Computation.
QAOS, p = 10 QAOS, p = 9 QAOS, p = 8 Greedy Random
69.50% 49.67% 42.83% 33.83% 15.17%
69.50%. Through these, it has verified that the proposed QAOS algorithm presents beautiful results in terms of the
accuracy of the solutions.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
The wireless scheduling can be modeled with the MWIS problem which is one of the well-known NP-hard
problems. In order to solve the MWIS problem, a QAOA-based scheduling algorithm, so-called quantum approximate
optimization for scheduling (QAOS), is proposed. The proposed QAOS is implemented using Cirq and TensorFlow-
Quantum. QAOS outperformed greedy search and random search in the performance evaluation on the random
conflict graphs. Therefore, the quantum approach to the wireless scheduling problem using QAOS is effective in
terms of accuracy.
Future research focuses on improving the performance of QAOS. In one method, introducing an error correction
code to QAOS is considered. This method is expected to improve the sampling quality. Another method is to develop
a new optimizer that can more accurately find the optimal parameters of QAOS. A novel optimizer is needed that
is more suitable for quantum models than the mainly used optimizers such as Adam, Nelder–Mead (NM), and
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS). From the perspective of quantum machine learning, developing the
novel optimizer for the parameterized quantum circuit like the QAOS circuit will be a meaningful challenge.
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